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Web Task Sheet
Name                                                                                                   

Directions: Follow ONLY the directions for your assigned Web site.

Web Task Letter A people will use http://duke.usask.ca/~reeves/prog/geoe118/geoe118.012.html to
answer questions 3, 4, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 18 and the last question on Student Sheet #1: Rocks.  I will
then meet with my group and give them my answers and show them where I got my answers and they
will give me the rest of the answers.

Web Task Letter B people will use http://seis.natsci.csulb.edu/basicgeo/IGNEOUS_TOUR.html to
answer questions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 11, 12, 13, 16, 17 and the last question on Student Sheet #1: Rocks.  I
will then meet with my group and give them my answers, show them where I got my answers and they
will give me the rest of the answers.

Web Task Letter C people will use www.dc.peachnet.edu/~pgore/geology/geo101/igneous.htm to
answer questions 1, 2, 5, 6, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and the last question on Student Sheet #1: Rocks.  I
will then meet with my group and give them my answers, show them where I got my answers and they
will give me the rest of the answers.

Web Task Letter D people will use www.geolab.unc.edu/classes/Geo11L_Caleb/igneous.html to
answer questions 1, 2, 3, 4, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and the last question on Student Sheet #1: Rocks.  I will
then meet with my group and give them my answers, show them where I got my answers and they will
give me the rest of the answers.

Web Task Letter E people will use http://sln.fi.edu/fellows/payton/rocks/create/igneous.htm to answer
question 1, 2, 19 and the last question on Student Sheet #1: Rocks.  I will then meet with my group and
give them my answers, show them where I got my answers and they will give me the rest of the answers.

I am Web Task _________ and I believe this site (is/is not) adequate to answer questions.  Tell
why.
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Web Task Extra #1: Use www.science.ubc.ca/~geol202/rock_cycle/igneousrx.html to answer questions
3, 4, and (by inference) 18.  How many different ways can you classify igneous rocks?
                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                        

I believe this site (is/is not) adequate to answer these questions.  Tell why.

                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                        

Web Task Extra #2: Use http://geollab.jmu.edu/Fichter/IgnRx/selftest.html to take the Igneous Rock Quiz.
I believe this site (is/is not) too difficult.  Tell why.

                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                        


